This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #33
Solution: 7 letters
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(3) AUK ETA GAL HAS LAD OHS RON TED YRS ZAP (4) AAHS ANIL ANON ASTI
CHIC EDAM EGAD ELMO FLAK IDEM IGOR
KLEE KOAN NAPA NEAT NEXT NOTE OBIS OLLA OMAR OMIT OSHA OTIS PODE REAL
REST ROOM RUNE SCOT SLAM SLUG SPAS
STAR TACH TRAM TUBE UNIX YUKS
EAVES EDITH ESTER FAMED HANOI KITES MEALS MOMMY NOOSE OZARK REEDS REEDS ROTOR SEDAN
SHACK SLEPT SOARS SOOTY SPOTS SPOT THEFT TRITE
(6) ILLINI KAISER KISMET TARMAC (7) NOMADIC TUITION (8) FRECKLED

(5) DAVES
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